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You may x tt duting your visit on Ta: 
of any ‘feliomorities 4 that I had Little recara for 
regard ror bis beok. Now were i medi ah your manuser 

of timidity o | or P Song ¢ cni.ge 1 7 
icind of orth iastie respons 

style right in the texts these | are ind sequential, for the most part, 
On the Substantive points, t have Plage : —, iy pl avine a & 

number in the margin, and I have explalne commenty in sone 
in the atteghed commentery, using 2 numbers wich correspond with the: 

| penciled in the margin of your draft, sveral tiwes 7 skipped 2 4 oe ber 

‘tently; therefore, the mmbricel sequence has sone holes in it, b 
the ‘commentary is agbually complet $6 

ne wr four lengthy Doo, synbhesiae sone 2 26 volumes, Ned whieh | 

, I should make it clear that my commentary does net ¢ 3 exhaustive or definitive critique of the quest 4 and testi | 
Bi 

seasoning, “tor the ‘sinple 
ning ‘task and requi 

In dealing with these sane matters reyfus chant sere) r have had to write some 700 pages sate dredced out Of the 26 volumes and my reasoning © the 1 past. of those facts, Had I known how to sinplify and shorten, I Would have done 803 bub singe I sould not do it myself, I am tLt-oquipped to advise you 
on how to synthesize and simplify, not the 26 volumes bub t . 
volumes abou! ‘6 volumes, whith may not always presen 
flawless atcount of the evidenne, 



ki 5 abou your ms, is that the abgenes of 
ans 45 5 handicap. On such Subjects of fact snd history, the eltation of sources 3e@ indi, Sable-—-and the writer should not ask the reader to take his pronouricenents on faith but should enable hin to sheck baek against the source, 

notes on sowees is a serie 

realige, of course, that the ms, is a Test atts i that you ae to palise the style, a will elds rat at sure 

1 tok £6 may be Dost send you those 7 some time to read and think about then bef We a talk. Whenever you feel ready, just give no a call and I will be pleased —aprorided, however, that my galley proofs have not yet avrived, Ones they come, - I WiLL barricade myself until I have finished work on thon, 

olankar, I fGel wretehed that I have made so many criticigns and perhaps caused you some ejections et rt waned te oe yaa ay real views, x for 

nab’ needed demand for justice to be donee yi 
thesis is entivety valid | and it should come beta 
questions of evidente and detail are adjusted, 

With frieniship, 



{1) Mark Lane's htt zona? Committee of Tne iry of 196h«19 
new comittee using ths sane 1: mo tu . 
was recentIy formed in Los angel 

clarified, 

(2) | I believe that very faw of the books fall 
Ce cheikh, ali inte the category of "speculation," 

those published after the 26 volumes rest heav iy on the official. evidenoe, 

(3), The last paragraph oe ba understandable to ; 

(4) Strietly speaking, ah ie possible for one man to commit an assassination 
for political reagong, The point is that thie wes not eredible, given all the 
cireumstances in which thie assassination oceurved, 

(5) The 18 witnesses included some who died a nat ual 
Barlene Roberts, for 
that were necessarii 

L death (Tom Howard : , 

manne ) ao I do mot find that they died under circumstances 

D he @ mearing el the sentence al iat entirely clear 
mbiate the suggestion that sous 

ne oe : vennary 1 funds "pould ‘be provided by th the arated 
pposed finantlal obstacle, there was no choice 

but to m hid nable 7 

(9) Hers you have confused the FRI ami Seoret Service interviews with witnesbes, 
on the one hand, and the ‘testinony taken by the Commission or its lewyers, on ee 
other, Many witnesses complained to the Comission that the FBI or Secret Ser 

at or omissions in reporting the interviews, As for going offathe. 
record, ‘that cecurred duxin testimony given to the Commission or its counsel: but 

mot “whenever ary witness #aid something that wae damaging te the One~assassin — 
theory." There were a Large variety af circumstances ander whi.ck Bd 
to *off-the-record,* 

(18) This is neither clear nor coprect. — 

about the deadlines. 

(12) the pressure for publication before the election 
aceconling te Epsteins 

rect, Re-read whab Epstein's book says 



(13) This sentence needs to be rewritten as it is net clear as it now stands. 

(14) See comment (5) aove. 

(15) Do you mean here “whether or not a crime has been committed by the 
aceused"? , | | 

(16) What is the source of this informatien? I have heard this allegation 
before, leng ago, mt I was never able tb find any documentary corrobotation. 
Without such correboration, the claim should not be made--or should at least 
be labelled as an unconfirmed allegation. 

(17) You overstate this. It is not a "fact" that Oswald was on the FBI 
payroll: it is an allegation which has neither been econelusively proved 
ner disproved, , 

(18) = You state as a categorical fact what you assume to be the Comnis sion's 
fears and reasoning, You should make it clear that these are inferences 
and assumptions, 

(19) Again, you are stating that @swald had "FBI links" as theugh that was 
a proven fact. 

(20) Your interpretation of Hoover's “inadvertent admission" does not seem 
warranted, He might have meant merely that the FBI had determined in 
questioning Marina Oswald and Ruth Paine that they had provided Oswald 
with the information found in his nobebeok. Yon read more into this than 
can be justified, ) 

(21) You sheuld qualify the statement that witnesses "saw" Oswald fire 
shots, As you later explain, only one witness claimed that he saw this, 
and his testimony is highly dubious, Others claimed that they saw a man, 
but they eould not identify him. 

(22) A more detailed description ie needed of the three men (Jarman, Norman, 
and Williams) who were in the fifth floor window during the shooting, 

(23) When did he have this difficulty in locating the window: from a 
photograph? or at the scene? Check what Epstein's book has to say on this, 

(24) The FBI did submit its reports on interviews with Rowland, The point 
ig that the reports did not inelude amg mention of his seeing a negro, which 
Rowland claimed in his testimony he had actually told. the FBI agents and which 
they had omitted from their reports. 

(25) What is the source of the "90 per cent"? 

(27) The length of the paper bag (38 inches) is not in dispute, It is the 
length of the package that was carried, for a 38-inch bag can be used to wrap 
a meh shorter object, The real problem here is whether the package seen 
by Frazier and his sister could have been long enough to hold the disassembled 
rifle. This should be made clearer,



(28) It is an overstatement to say that the Commission "invented" Hidell 
to sustain its theory, There were many documentary indications of "Hidell." 
What is at issue is whether the conclusions drawn by the Commigsion-~i.e,, 
that Oswald invented Hidell as an alias and ordered weapons by mail order 
under that alias to conceal his.own identity—~are justified by the known 
facts, . . 

(30) The name was written on the repair ticket by Dial Ryder, the clerk 
at the Irving Gun Shop. The problem here is whether Ryder falsified the 
ticket, as the Commission implies, or whether he had a customer named 
Oswald or pretending to have that name. _ 

(31) To say that the evidence of purchase of the rifle is a concoction of 
the Commission is not warranted. There is ample documentary support of the 
purehase~-order form, money order, ete. There are other discrepancies 
connected with the purchase which were ignored; and the vital question which 
remains unresolved is prof that the rifle was actually delivered to Oswald 
and remained in his possession, To say that the evidence of the mail order 
was contocted is to imply that the Klein's Sporting Goods Co, willingly 
conspired with the authorities in fabricating microfilm records, 

(32) The Commission claimed that it reached that conelusion ("that the rifles. 
were the sasie") on the basis of a whole body of evidence other than Shaneyfelt's 
testimony that they had the same general configuration, 

(33) Here you imply that Marina Oswald actually saw the rifle on her first | 
eheek; she did not, She saw the blanket, which appeared to her to be unchanged 
and from whieh she assumed that the rifle rested inside, She did not tehange 
her story" later and say that the rifle was not there: she (and Mrs, Paine) 
accompanied the police to the garage, to show them that ths rifle was there, 
but when the police opened the blanket, it was gone, 

(34) What is the source ef this statement? If it is from Epstein's book, 
it does not appear to me te be accurate. The division of labor had not hing 
to do with the disagreement about Marina Oswald's eredibility. 

(35) What Day actually claimed is that traces of his "Lift" did remain, in 
the form of fingerprint powder, which he considered ample enough to indicate 
te the FBI that he had lifted a latent print, 

(35-A) There is no proof and no admission by Humes that he altered the autopsy; 
there is evidence to suggest that he may have altered the autopsy report, And. 
if he indeed did so, we do not know who influenced him, We camot charge the. 
Commission with that, although we can point to their failure te pay attention to 
indications that there had been an alteration in the original autopsy findings. 

(36) It was Commander Beswell who plaeed the dot on the autopsy face~sheet, 
He said this to the New York Times near the end of 1966, I forget the exact date, 

(37) Is not the point that the FBI reports on the autopsy did not correspond 
with those of the autopsy surgeons? | 

(38) The Commission does not "authoritatively assert" that the sketch was 
made by Boswell; it is Boswell himself whe says so (see (36) above). Humes 
testified that he had made some, but not all, the notations on the page 
eon which the sketch appears, But. even if your facts were correct, the 
reasoning in this paragraph escapes me entirely, You have not made your 
thinking clear. ,



(39) What is the source of the statement that the Commission "eonfiseated" all the tape recordings? I know of nothing to support that assertion, 

(40) This is neither clear ner accurate. The position is that the Commission claims a trajectory in JFK of something over 17°, and argues that the same bullet-~traveling on a downward path of 17fé degreesy—then struck Connally. To account for the known trajectory of 25 degrees in Connally, the Commission suggests that the bullet must have been deflected in striking his rib, 

(41) This is inaccurate, The Secret Service agent who received the bullet from the hospital personnel said in his report that it was not known from whose stretcher it had fallen, | | | 
(42) The only source for this information is Lane's book; it cannot be claimed as a known fact but only as an allegation by Lane, Moreover, there is no basis for the statement that there was confiscation of the video tapes, 
(43) The argument of "echoes" receives strong support in the testimony | of the late Lee Bowers, I do-not agree with this argument; but this is not te say that it was invented out of whole cloth, 

(44) Clarify by saying that none were present during the assassination and that when they did visit the scene of the crime they did not conduct selentifie tests of acoustical effects, as they might have done, to determine whether or net the theory o: bouncing echoes was well-founded, 

(45) There seems to be no corroborative link between Mrs, Connallyts statement and Dudmanis observation of a bullet hole in the windshield, Clarify your meaning here, 

(46) The same observation as in (45) above applies to your claim that Bowers! observations in some way corroborate Mercer's, 

(47) There may be reasons other than the three possibilities you mention te account for the presence of the Cars; nor would the presenee of Goldwater stickers on cars belonging to the police implieate them necessarily in a conspiracy to kill the President, | 

(48) Price said that the man had a "headpiece" in his hand, No one knows what he meant by a "headpiece," It is not accurate to suggest, as this paragraph does, that Price said that it could have been a gun. This is only a possibility that ea number of critics have suggested, in the absence of any clarification of what he meant by “headpiece,? 

(50) The frames were transposed, but there is no evidence to indicate who transposed them, nor even evidence that the Commission realized that they were transposed, Such a charge cannot be made—one can only raise the possibility. Since there is so. mich damning evidence against the Commission fer known acts of commission or omission, to charge them unfairly is only to bestow a mantle of martyrdom: and victimization, and to distract attention from their know, proven violations of juridical and investigatory norms,



(52) The skull was not. "knocked out of shapes" a large portion of the skull was blasted off the head, As to the direction of the bullet which struck the 
head, you cannot merely ignore the Commission's evidence that there was an 
entrance hole in the back of the head and a path of bullet fragments in the brain which proved that the bullet came from behind the victim. You may 
argue with these assertions and present contrary evidence » but you are 
obliged to give an accurate indication of the Commission's claims and 
reasoning, Having done so, you can present inimical evidence which 
leads you to reject the Commission's claims. 

(53) There is no use arguing that the 6.5 mm, Carcano could not have 
produced the accurate and fatal shots unless and until ‘you can also 
dispose of the Commission's claim of proof that the shots came from that 
rifle--the alleged proof includes, as you know, the ballisties identification 
of bullet fragments and a whole bullet found in Parkland Hospital as having. 
come from that rifle to the exclusion of all other rifles, Nor is there 
sufficient evidence to justify the categorical statement that the gun found in the 
depository “was in fact a German rifie." There are photographs of the rifle 
immediately after it was found, and one photograph in which Lt. Day is carrying 
it out of the Depository by the sling, in which the weapon appears absolutely 
identical with the Italian Careane. This whole paragraph must be rethought | 
and rewritten, 

(54) Mrs, Roberts died early in 1966, well over a year after her testimony. 

(55) Whaley's accident. seems without sinister implications: he was struck 
headon by an ancient gentlemen who was driving in the wrong direction and who 
also died in the collision, To say that Whaley "had to pay with his Life" 
is to insinuate that he was deliberately murdered; and as someone else has 
said, it is hard to believe that an 80~year~old Dallasite decided to serve 
the conspirators by becoming a Kamikaze pilot,. 

(56) | This is only an inferemie and should not be stated as if it were a fact. The second sentence in this paragraph is also overstated, 

(57) ‘This sentence is brug, as it stands, but is nevertheless misleading, 
The FBI interviewed Wes Wise to follow up On Gouch's reports and Wise then described in considerable detail his encounter with Ruby on the day after the assassination, near the Depository, where Ruby was waiting in the” expectation that Oswald would arrive at the County Jail in transfer fron the police building, 

(58) I have untropped color prints and a slide of thig Willis photograph 
and the man, while he does resemble Ruby somewhat, clearly is not Ruby but a different man, , — 

What is "picture eight"? 

(59) The facts here are mixed Ups Mrs, TLee contacted Rubyts sisters 
and formed an acquaintance with thems Somebime during the course of their association, she described the clothes worn by the man she identified as Ruby 
whom she saw at Parkland Hospital. Mrs, Grant told the FBI that she thought 
Mrs, Tice was a nut but that she had to admit that Mrs. Tee had descoribed correctly the apparel Ruby had worn on 11/22/63, Mrsy Tice neither sar nor 
recognized Ruby's clothes during her visit to his sister,



mple of the peril of relying on secondar 
rimary sources. You have relied upon Rush to Foden ent for this information about Daniele, not on Daniels! actual, testinony nor Other relevant testimony 

and docunente., Therefore, you have incorporsted the fanity Sfacte® , 16 
which you found in the book. The business of Daniels and Ruby!s means of entry into the basement is extremely complicated, In my book I have eivi ages a tan ce eaeg. Can Soareely suns wine all the facts in ! 

b of Dantelst testimony ig 

(60) ‘Here is an exae ary tabher than 

lines, I can say, however » that Lare's avcour 
incomplete: he onite the ‘various differant versions that Daniels gave, on tifferent ogcasions, about whether om nob he saw anyone enter and whether or nob the man who entered wan Ruby, 

(62) record Griffin was not trying to intimidate Dean “but ony trying to cet ‘him ta tell the tenth, I fully agres with Griffin that Dean was yin, sot this becomes clear onily ustaking ebudy of al]. the relevant testineny and evidence, 

at word of the paragraph, "however," one receives the 
| that it is dinked to (or a continuation of) the preceding paragraph, | on “Deaths if there is some link, you bave not made it cleat, If there is no link, then the story of Daan and Gaffin seems ended abruptly and in mid-air, You have te indicate, after all, what happened when be sietord bed his off~the-recerd converaxbion with Griffin to the Warren Com mn, how the eived the story, what action they took, Ge. 

de fox asserting categorically that 
: mists, much less that it was Bho red inte the archives. These are only speculations, it is very important 

very precisely bebween proven fact, | widen nee a ( strong 
the inferences, impressions, or speculation: 

re are not sufficient groun 

(65) One cannot say that ‘Ruby had a meeting with Weissman and 1 top rat ont 
only that it was ales . vei 

PLACE y 

(66) True, Waldo was not asked ¢ 
that accomding to the record 
Waide wai his contact with the anotymous “Tn his “pogk, ane complains that the Commiasion need only have caked Waldo the f man's name, leaving it to the reader to infer that he had told the Commigeton about Waldo, Ir sakd last year in a published review of Lane's k that 1% appsered that the com Laiat was unfair since he had not given Waldot: 8 namie to the Commission; and no word 

soning % iLcat at my impression (that Waldots name was not | } is incorrect. "For thess reasons, the Commission should not be taxed with failure to. question hin. . 

(Pages 102-10} ‘Your argument here is not clear: are you saying that Ruby was, or was not, psychotic? | or that he was or wag not pretending to be paychotic? Tou shoulda make clearer your assessments and if you take the position that 
Ruby was pretending to insanity, you must overcome Dr, West's opinion, quoted on page 103 paragraph 2, 

Meagher 6/19/67


